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t!lolve the doubt in favor of the importer. H:erttanft v. Wiegmann,
121. U. S. 609,7 Sup. Ct. 1240; Twine Co. v. Worthington, 141 U.s.
468, 12 Sup. Ct. 55.
The judgment is accordingly reversed.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO. v. ELMIRA & H.RY. CO. (two
cases).

(Circuit Court ot Appeals, Second Gircuit. January 8, 1896.)

Nos. 109, 121.

1. PATENTS-Two PATENTS FOR SAME INVENTION-IDENTITY OF CLAIMS.
In determining whether two patents to the same person cover the same

invention, SO as to render the later one void, the test of Identity is whether
the claims of both, when properly construed in the light of the descrip-
tions, define essentially the same thing.

II. SAME.
A machine or structure may embody several different inventions; and,

while two or more inventions re,siding in the same combination or struc-
ture may be covered by different claims in the same patent, they may,
at the option of the patentee, be secured by different patents. And it is
immaterial that both inventions originate at the same time, and from a
single conception.

B. SAME-MINOR IMPROVEMENTS.
The granting of patents for distinct and specific structural improve-

ments pending an application for the broad invention will not invalidate
a patent subsequently granted for the latter, although the elements cov-
ered by its claims were described and illustrated, but not claimed, in the
earlier patents. 69 ,Fed. 257, attirmed.

4. SAME'-ELEC'l'RIC RAILWAY TROLLEY SWITCHES.
The Van Depoele patent, No. 424,695, for improvements in suspended

switches and traveling contacts for electric railways, considered, and held,
that claim 2, which is for an overhead conductor arranged to receive a
traveling undel'1leath contact, hi. combination with a switching device se-
cured to and depending from the conductor, is void for want of patentable
novelty; that claims 3, 11, and 19, which relate especially to a switching
plat.e attached to the wire, disclose, patentable invention, and are in-
fringed by defendant's combination; that claims 9 and 10, which relate
specifically to the conductor swit.ch, are void for want of patentable nov-
elt.y; that claims 4, 20, 23, 25, 26, ,and n, which relat.e to ,the arrangement
of t.he track switch in such relation t.o the conductor swit.ch and the trol-
ley that the movement of t.he forward part. of the car onto the branch
track will deflect t.he trolley wheel, so as to guide It natmally into the
proper compartment, show patentable novelty, and are infringed by de-
fendant; that claims 3:.l and 33, which relate to the centralizing spring
controlling the lateral movement. of the trolley arm, show patentable in-
vention, and are Infringed; and that claims 15, 16, and 17, relating to the
combination of a pivoted trOlley arm and its weight. and spring mechan-
Ism, are not infringed by defendant's devices. 6l) Fed. 257, reversed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the South-
ernDistrict of New York.
This was a suit in equity by the Thomson-Houston Electric Com·

pany against the Elmira & Horseheads Railway Company, a corpo-
ration operating an electric railway in the city of Elmira, New York,
for alleged infringement of the Van Depoele patent, No. 424,695, for
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improvements in suspended switches and traveling contacts for elec-
tric railways. In the circuit court the patent was held valid and
infringed, except as to certain claims. 69 Fed. 257. From this de-
cree both parties appeal.
Duncan & Page (S. A. Duncan, F. P. Fish, and F. H. Betts, of

counsel), for Thomson-Houston Electric 00.
Kerr & Ourtis (Wm. A. Jenner and Thos. B. Kerr, of counsel), for

Elmira & H. Ry. 00.
Before WALLAOE, LACOMBE, and SHIPMAN, Oircuit Judges.

WALLAOE, Oircuit Judge. In this cause there are cross ap-
peals. ,The suit was for the infringement of letters patent to
Oharles J. Van Depoele, No. 424,695, dated April 1, 18DO, for im·
provements in suspended switches and traveling contacts for electriC'
railways. The defendant appeals from so, much of the decree as
sustains chUms Nos. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 19, 20, 23, 25, 26, 27, 32, and 33,
and awards an injunction and an accounting. The complainant ap-
peals from so much of the decree as dismisses the bill in respect to
claims Nos. 15, 16, and 17 of the letters patent. The patent con-
tains 35 claims. Some of them were withdrawn from the consid-
eration of the court below at the hearing. As to some others, the
complainant elected not to ask for a gecree. None of these claims,
therefore, are involved upon thi,s appeal.
The principal question presented by the appeal on the part of the

defendant is whether the claims which were sustained by the de-
cree are void for want of patentable novelty, or because the several
inventions had been previously patented by the same inventor.
That these inventions have been appropriated, upon the railway of
the defendant is not contested. '
The sble question presented by the appeal' of the complainant is

whether the defendant has infringed the claims as to which the bill
was dismissed.
The patent was based upon an application,serial No. 230,649,

ti:led March 12, 1887. This application was diVided, and the appli-
cation for the patent in suit filed October 22, 1888. The patent re-
lates to electric railways in which there is a stationary source of
electric energy, an overhead conductor extending over the line of
track for conveying the power to the cars, electric motorfl on the car!"
for impelling the same, traveling contact mechanism, and tracks
having branches and turnouts.
In the preamble of the patent the patentee states:
"My invention consists in certain devices and their relative arrangement, by
means of which a contact device, carried by a,rod or pole extending from the
car and pressed upwardly into contact with the conductor, is switched from
one line to another correspondingly with the vehicle. ,
"To illustrate my invention, I have shown it applied to a ,contact device ot

this description, which forms the subject-matter of my application, serial No.
230,649, of March 12, and while I do not Intend to clilim generally, In
this application, a contact device of this construction, I have made claims
herein to certain details thereof which are of especial value In connection with
my improved switching' devices, but which are not ,essential features ot the
contact device Itself. considered without reference to the 8wltch,"
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"I also make claims In this application to Q. switch plate particularly
signed for the arrangement which forms the principal SUbject-matter of this
application. '
"More particularly, my invention consists in a track switch for the, vehicle,

a conductor sWitch for the contact devIce, or 'trolley,' as it is termed, and the
trolley Itself, attached to the vehicle; these elements being so arranged rela·
tively to one /lnother, that the vehicle reaches the track switch,
and is diverted laterally, before the trolleY reaches the' conductor switch,
whereby the trolley, which partakes of the lateral movement of the vehicle,
has imparted' to it a laterally moving tendency before Its switch is reached,
and It therefore passes through the switch in the proper direction corres·
ponding to the movement of the vehicle.
"My invention also' consists in various details of construction and arrange·

ment, which wlll be hereinafter pointed out."
The specification describes the conductor switch as located at the

]Unction of the main and branch conductor wires, practically above
a corresponding track switch. It consists of an inverted, open-bot·
tom, metallic box, qepending from, and directly secured to, the
wires, formed with branch compartments to correspond to the
curves and angles of the track switch. As shown in the drawings,
it is a plate of metal somewhat resembling the letter Y, with de-
pending flanges at its two sides; the narrow end of the plate being
turned in the direction of the main wire, and the other end being
connected with both the main the branch wire. " The narrow
end is wide enough to permit the easy movement of the trolley
wheel through it, while the other end is wide enough to permit the
trolley wheel to move out in either the direction of the main or the
branch wire.
The contact device or trolley, as described, belongs to the order

of "under·running" contacts, and, in the form shown in the patent,
consists of a grooved wheel mounted upon an arm which is car·
ried by the roof of the car, and pressed upward by the action of an
elastic tension device (under the, control of the attendant) so as to
bring the wheel into engagement with the under side of the sus-
pended conductor. The arm is mounted on the top of the car, and
is pivoted and swiveled so as to be capable of swinging both vel"
tically and horizontally through considerable arcs. Attached to
its short arm is a tension device, consisting of a weight and spring,
which operates to maintain normal contact between the trolley
wheE::I and the suspended conductor, and enables the attendant to
lower or raise the trolley. The arm is attached to the forward part
of the car, and trails backward, and is of a length that will place
the trolley wheel about over the rear wheels of the car.
The specification states:
"The track switches and the contact wheel, as before stf1,ted, are to be

located so that, as the front portion of the car swings in the desired direction
as the front wheels pass the track switch, the contact arm wlll be deflected,
and the direction of the wheel, E, correspondingly changed, while still on the
straight wire, so that ,on reaChing the switch box the wheel will be depressed
and pass thereinto, and natura]ly pass through and out Of, the proper com-
partment thereof. The sWit«;lh boxes, I, being connected directly to the con-
ductors, D, are similarly charged, and when the wheel, E, is passing there-
through, the current passes through the box, I, and thence into the contact
wheel, through Its flanges, e, passing thence through the arm, F, or a separate
conductor, to the motor, C. Since there are no moving tongues or springs or
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points to catch or Impede the progress- of. the wheel when three or four
grooves, as the case may be, exist in one switch box, the wheel will Interse<lt
the grooves, and pass along In the desired direction, and go through, without
any difficulty whatever. its direction being previously indicated by the move-
ment of the front portion of the car. 'rhus, It will be seen that by locating
my traveling contact wheel In the position shown, or one equivalent thereto,
I obviate all the difficulties of SWitching from conductor to conductor, and
with the smallest possible amount of special construction. I believe myself
to be the first to devise this arrangement of contact device and switches
Whereby the lateral movement of the vehicle is first Imparted to the trailing
contact arm, and the contact wheel is then flexibly, yet without Interruption
of contact, drawn into the switch, and guIded thereby Into engagement with
the desired branch conductor; and I intend herein to claim broadly any rela-
tive arrangement of track switch, conductor SWitch, vehicle, and contact de-
vice by means of which the former switch will act in advance of the latter,
and the vehicle impart a lateral tendency to the trailing contact by the time
it engages with the conductor switch."
One group of the claims of the patent relate to the combination in

an electric railway of an overhead conductor, an under-running con-
tact device, and a switching device secured to the conductor. These
claims are as follows:
"(2) The combination, with an overhead conductor arranged to receive a

traveling underneath contact, of a switching devIce secured to and depending
from the conductor.
"(3) The combination, with an overhead wIre for receiving an underneath

contact, of a switch plate attached to the wire in about the same horizontal
plane as the wire."
"(11) The combination, with an overhead line wIre, of a grooved contact

device pressed against the Wire, and receiving the wire between the flanges
of the groove, and a guiding switch plate connected to the wire, against which
the sald flanges bear In passing from one line to another."
"(19) In an electric raIlway, the comblnatioD, with branching overhead COD-

ductors, of an upwardly pressed contact arm, carrying a grooved wheel em-
bracing the conductor, and a switch plate at the branching point adapted to
receive the tips of the wheel flanges, and provided with depending ribs, be-
tween WhIch the wheel Is free to move laterally to engage with one of the
branch conductors."
It is insisted for the defendant that these claims are invalid be-

cause the switching device is merely the ordinary track frog used
in a new place, without change in form or even in material, and per·
forming the same function in precisely the same way, and, inas-
much as the combination was otherwise old, it was not invention to
transfer the frog and secure it to the conductor. The proof shows
that, in the prior state of the art, it was old to combine in an electric
railway an overhead conductor, an under-running contact device,
and means for switching the car upon a branch track, which in-
cluded the transference of the contact device to a branch conductor.
Such a combination appears in two earlier patents, one of which
was granted to Sprague and the other to Van Depoele himself. In
the structure of the Sprague patent there is an overhead suspended
conductor, consisting of a rail having a flange at each side, and a
contact device which has a wheel running in the channel formed by
the flanges, and held therein by upward pressure. The specification
contains this statement:
"When the switches extend from one track to another, the overhead con·

ductor branches, and the conductor follows the switch track, so that, when
the motor leaves the maIn track and passes upon tbe swItch, Its contact 1)ear.
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tngon the lower side of the overhead conductor follows the branch conductor
to the other track."

In the structure of the Van Depoele patent, the overhead conduct-
or is a suspended flat bar; the contact device is a flat trolley wheel,
forced upward against the conductor by spring pressure; and at
the branches there is the ordinary junction formed by the diverging
conductors; The conductor is provided with a roof having depend-
ing edges, which, it is said by the complainant's expert, afford guid-
ing effect to the contact device. The specification contains this
statement:
"In order to make switches, and to enable the car to pass. readily from one

line to another, the flat surfaces of the conductors are united at the desired
point, substantHllly as shown in J)'ig. 7; and, the under sides of all the con-
ductors being flat and perfectly even, it will be readily understood that the
roUer, H, can pass freely from one to the other, and the car be moved in the
direction determined by the direction of the track upon which it is traveling
o,r to travel." .

The description in each of these patents necessarily suggests that
at the of the conductors the channel is free, otherwise the
wheel could not be deflected along the branch conductor.
The device of the patent is neither a switch nor a frog, but it

more nearly resembles the latter, ,and Van Depoele himself, in one
of his later patents, terms a similar device a frog. 'Whether it
would involve invention to transfer an ordinary track frog to the
junction of branch conductors so analogous to the common rail as
are thoseotthe earlier patepts, invert it, and unite it integrally with
the conductors, we need not inquire. We think that such a frog,
or an independent plate with depending ribs and branch compart-
ments conforming to the curves oNhe track rails, when united with
the conductor, would not· perform any function in those structures
which the conductors would not perform in its absence. The de-
pending flanges of Sprague's conductor would do the same work,
and apparently as And, iUhe opinion of the complain-
:;tnt's expert is correct, the of Van Depoele's earlier suspended
cqnductor, with its depending- sides, would do the same work. That
toof is practically an inverted, box,b,a,ving compart,
,ments qefined at the ,j,U:Ilctipn of the i conductors by conductors

.. Gonsequently, the structure of that patent contains eg-
:'tU)he elemeptsspecified in Jhe,second claim of the present
. conclude; thllUhis claim is void WI' want oJ

patentable novelty. Ip .V1e,)V of the phraseology of the other three
claims, the second cla,imcanpot be restricted to a combination in
'which the Ct)i;1tact the overhead conductor is a
line wire, because claims are meaningless unless they are in.
tellded to§pecifY the)imitations which differentiate their respective
combinations. frOUl. that of the . .
.•.. The their aqnstituents ap over·
head wir'e and a grooved contact device, or devices which are
equivalent (jf these. In a system elllploying these devices, a switch
plate is indispensable. Th.e switch plate of the patent is peculiarly
adapted for use with a light,; flexible conductor. It is simple, cheap,.
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light, and inconspicuous. As a branch connection at the junction
between such conductors, it is efficient, and its value has been gen-
erally recognized. The ordinary track frog, as a structural device,
has only a remote resemblance to it. The suggestion that it could
be utilized in an overhead line wire junction would seem ludicrous,
and it could only be done by denuding it of its most conspicuous
characteristics. Various expedients for switching with such con·
ductors have been resorted to by experts in the art. The fact that
they overlooked devices like the patented device, and resorted to
clumsy or inconvenient means, cannot be ignored. It was not a
great invention, but that it was an invention requiring a degree of
ingenuity somewhat beyond the ordinary skill of the calling we
are unable to doubt.
There are two other claims in the patent which relate specifically

to the conductor switch. These are as follows:
"(9) In an electric railway, a switching device for suspended conductors,

comprising two or more branching compartments or ways corresponding to
the direction of the track, and of the main and branch conductors, and se-
cured to the said suspended conductors, substantially as described.
"(10) In an electric railway, a SWitching device for suspended conductors,

consisting of an open-bottom box formed with two or more branching com-
partments corresponding to the direction of the traCk, and arranged to be
secured to the conductor, substantially as described."

The observations which have been made with respect to claim
2 apply equally to these claims. We think they are destitute of
patentable novelty.
Another group of claims are those relating to the trailing trolley

and relative arrangement of trolley switches and branch switches.
Those in controversy are as follows:
"(4) The combination of a track having SWitches, an overhead conductor

above the track and having switches, and a car on the track provided with
a contact-carrying arm arranged to engage the conductor at a point in rear
of the front wheels of the car."
"(20) In an electric railway, the combination, with an overhead switch-

plate having depep.ping ribs, but open at Its extremities, of main and branch
conductors extending from its two extremities, a vehicle. an
upwardly pressed contact arm attached to the vehicle, and tending to move
laterally therewith, and a, track switch for the vehicle, located so as to
operate in ,advance of the conductor switch."-
"(23) The, combip.ation, with branching overhead conductors, of a vehicle

having a laterally swinging contact arm pressed upward to engage the con-
ductors, and a switch plate at the branching point having depending sides,
but open at its extremities, the interior width of the plate between the sides
being greater than the tbiekness of the contact wheel, whereby the wheel
is free to move laterally with relation to the main conductor, and engage
one of the branching conductors."
"(25) In a branching electric railway, the combination of a track switch,

an overhead conductor switch, anli a vehicle having a rearwardly extending
contact arm, whereby the track switch will operate in advance of the con-
ductpr switch.
"(26) In a branching. electric railway, the combination, with a vehicle, of

llJ track $wltcb, an overhead conductor switch, and a. contact arm extending
upward from the vehicle to the conductor, and so located relatively to the
length of the vehicle and the two switches that the lateral movement or the
vehicle· 'Will' give a corresponding movement of "the contact device on the
conductor switch.

v.7b.no.3-26
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,".(27) 1111 a branching electric railway, the.combfinatloIl; ·with&. vehicle, of
switch, a contact device CODSi$ting of a trall1ng,spring-pressed arm,

luiving a grooved contact piece embracing the conductor;' and guided there-
by, the said arm being jointed to t!J:e car, and tending to move laterally
therewith, and an overhead conductor. switch adapted to engage the con-
tact piece, and whereby the extremity of the arm Is flexibly guided from
main to branch conductor."
The arrangement of the track switch in such relation to the con-

ductor switch and the interposed trolley that the movement of the
forward part of the car upon the branch track will· deflect the trolley
wheel, and guide it naturally into the proper compartment of the
conductor switch, is an important feature of the invention. It effects
such a co-operation of the parts as to utilize the initial lateral move-
ment of the car itself as the means for determining the directive
action of the conductor switch, and thus renders the switching opera-
tion an automatic one. The description necessarily calls for the
location of the track switch somewhat in advance of the conductor
switch, or of the trolley, so as to engage the conductor in rear of the
forward part of the car, sufficiently so as to impart the necessary
directive action to the trolley wheel as it enters the conductor switch.
The value of this simple arrangement, by which the manipulation of
the trolley. by an attendant upon the cars is no longer necessary, is
obvious. It has been universally adopted, and has required no im-
provement since its introduction into electric railways. These facts
sufficiently attest the patentable novelty of the invention of the
claims. '
Olaims 32 and 33 of the patent relate to the centralizing spring

which controls the lateral movement of the trailing trolley arm.
This division of the invention is described in the speciflcation as fol-
lows:
"E is the travellng contactwhe.el, and F is a hinged arm supported upon

a post, t, secured to, or extending upward from, the roof of the car. To the
lower end of the arm, F, Is attached a spring, G, to the lower extremity of
which is secured a cord, which passes downward through suitable grooves,
or over suitable rollers, and Is provided with a weight, H, which serves to
hold the spring down and keep the contact wheel, E, always pressed up
against the. under side of the conductor, D. At the same time the spring
wlll Instantly yield to allow the wheel to pass under the switch or any ob-
struction, and while the arm, F, Is movable laterally with respect to the
vehicle, the spring and weight Will constantly tend to restore the arm to
Its normal central position, and assist in causing the contact arm to partake
of the lateral movement of the vehicle."
The claims are as follows:
"(32) In an electric railway, the combination, with an overhead conductor

and a vehicle, of a trailing contact arm guided at its outer end by the over-
head conductor, and movable laterally relatively to the vehiCle,· but having
a normal centraUmng tendency by means of a spring or weight.
"(33) In an electric railway, the combination, with an overhead conductor

and a vehicle, of an Intermediate contact device consisting of an upwardly
pressed tralUng arm having a grooved contact wheel at Its outer end, by
which it is guided by the conductor; the said arm being free to swing
laterally relatively to the vehicle, but tending to remain in its normal central
position by means of a spring or weight."
Ilia nQt contended for the defendant that these claims do not cover

patentable inventions.
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Another group of claims are those relating to the combination of
the pivoted trolley arm, and its weight and spring mechanism.
These claims are founded upon the extract from the specification
just quoted, and are as follows:
"(15) In an electric railway, the combination of a car, a conductor sus-

pended above the line of travel of the car, a contact-carrying arm pivotally
supported on top of the car, and provIded at its outer end with a contact
roller engaging the under side of the suspended conductor, and a weighted
sprIng at or near the inner end of the arm for maintaining said upward con-
tact, SUbstantially as described.
"(16) In an electric railway, the combination of a car provIded with a

pIvoted arm, as F, having a contact at Its outer extremity, a tension spring,
as G, attached at Its inner extremity, and a vertically moving weight con-
nected to said sprIng for holding the same in operative relation to the arm
throughout its entIre range of movement, substantially as described.
"(17) In an electric railway, the comblnatiO'll of the car having sulta15ly

pIvoted arm, F, carrying a contact wheel at its outer extremity, a sprIng, G,
secured. to Its lower extremity, and a connection extendIng from said sprIng,
and provided with a weight at Its lower end, sUbstantiaily as described."

The court below held that these claims were not infringed, and
that part of the decree is the subject of the appeal by the com·
plainant. We think the conclusion of the court below was plainly
right. Judge Coxe said:
"One of the elements of the claIms is a 'weIghted spring,' or, as it is ex-

pressed in claim 16, 'a vertical moving weIght connected to said sprIng,' and
in claim 17 'a connection extending from saId spring, and provided with a
weIght at its lower end.' The functIon of the 'weIght, H,' Is pointed out
with care in the description. Defendant does not use this weight in any
manner whatever, and consequently does not infringe."

It is the function of the weight.to hold the spring down, and give
to the contact wheel a greater range of action. The claims are too
explicit to be altered or enlarged by the omission of the weight.
The spring itself could as reasonably be eliminated as the weight.
It is insisted for the defendant that the claims which we have

thus far concluded to be valid, and to have been infringed, are void
because their inventions were previously patented by the same in-
ventor.
The only patents of Van Depoele which preceded the patent in

suit, and which describe and illustrate devices of the same gen-
eral character, are six in number, viz.: No. 394,039, dated De-
cember 4, 1888; No. 397,451, dated February 5, 1889; No. 402,117,
dated April 23, 1889; No. 408,638, dated August 6, 1889; No.
409,156, dated August 13, 1889; No. 424,380, dated March 25, 1890.
All of these patents were granted to him while the application

for the patent in suit was pending in the patent office, and on ap-
plications which were filed after the date of the original application
for the patent in suit.
In the argument at the bar, No. 397,451 has been treated as the

most important of these patents. The testimony of the expert wit-
ness for the defendant was exclusively confined to an analysis of that
patent. It is relied upon to defeat the switch-plate claims, and the
claims relating to the centralizing spring. It does not affect the
claims relating to the directive action of the switch track, nor, so
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tar as we are able to discover, in the absence of any e:!pert testimony
in regard to them, do any of the ot,hers of the preceding patents. The
considerations which will control the effect of No. 397,451.are
pertinent to the other patents. For these reasons it will not be nec-
essary or profitable to consider them.
Upon cross:examination the expert for the defendant testified as

follows:
"Question. I notice that In referring to Van Depoele's earlier patent, No.

397,451, In connection wIth the various claims of the patent In suit, you have
been quite careful to say that you find the combinations of the several claims
of the patent in suit 'shown and described in the earlier patent.' You have
nowhere said, I believe, that you find anyone of the combinations covered
by the claims of the patent in suit to have been claimed in the earlier patent.
Do you, in fact, find anyone of these combinations to have been claimed in
patent 397,451; and, if so, please indicate What one, or, if more than one,
what ones?
"Answer. I do not think any of the combinations that are claimed in 424,695
are also claImed as such in 397,451. Patent 3lY7,451 contains apparently lim-
Ited claims, while patent 424,695 contains broader claims, or claims which are
less restricted. than the claims of the eD.l1lier patent.
"Question. Do you find in the earlier patent, No. 397,451, any claims which

would include the apparatus orthe constructioll which is shown
and described In the patent in suit, No. 424.695? ..
"Answer. The situation is the reverse, as I understand it. The claims of

424,695 include the apparatus shown in patent 391,451, but the claims of 397,-
451 do not cover the. devices of 424,695." ,
This evidence. was not objected to, and is recited merely because it

is. a plain and concise statement of the opinion of the expert as to the
true scope of the claims of the two patents.
The a,rguDle;nt forthe defendant is that the patent in suit merely

claims the matter of the earlier patentmore generically; or in broader
terms; that it selects al).d withdrawsfundamental parts of the com·
binations claimed in the, ,earlier patent, without 'which those com-
binations could not exist, and patents and'that the in·
ventions, because inseparably involved.in the patented matter of the
earlier patent, are covered by it. . '."" ....
The principles of law applicable to the case maybe briefly stated,

An inventor, by describing an invention in a patent granted to him,
does not necessarily preclude himself from patenting it subsequently.
His omission'to claim what he describes may operate as a disclaimer
or an abandonment of the matter not claimed; hut it has no such
effect when it appearsthatthe'matter thus described, but not claimed,
was the subject of a pending application in the patent office by him
for another patent. This was explicitly adjudged in Suffolk Co. v.
Hayden, 3 Wall. 315, and recognized as sound doctrine in the Barbed·
Wire Case, 143 U. S. 275, 12 Sup. Ct. 443, 450. The invention secured
by a patent is that which is secured to the patentee by the claim.
The claim is a statutory requirement prescribed for tpe purpose of
making a patentee define what his intention is so distinctly and ex-
actly as to apprise other inventors, and the public, what is withdrawn
from general use. The claim, however, is to be read in the light of
the description contained in the specification, and its literal terms
may be enlarged or narrowed accordingly, but not to an extent in-
consistent with their meaning. Identity of language in the claims of
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two patents does not necessarily import that the invention patented
by each is identical, nor does a difference in phraseology necessarily
import that they are for different inventions. The test of identity is
whether both, when properly construed in the light of the description,
define essentially the same thing. When the claims of both cover
and control essentially the same subject-matter, both are for the same
invention, and the later patent is void.
A or structure may embody several different inventions.

There may be subcombinations in a machine which are new and use-
ful, and operate conjointly to perform some subordinate function.
Such a subcombination, if not patented by a claim, might be appro-
priated by another without infringing a patent for the machine. Be-
ing for a different invention, it is the proper subject of a distinct pat-
ent. While two or more inventions residing in the same combina-
tion or structure may be covered by a corresponding number of claims
in a single patent, the law does not require them all to be claimed
in the same patent, and the inventions may, at the option of the pat-
entee, be secured by different patents. It is quite immaterial that
both inventions originate at the same time, and from a single con-
ception. In Cochrane v. Deener, 94U. S. 780, the court said, "One
invention may include within it many others, and each and all may
be valid at the same time." In all such cases, if the inventions are
trtrly separable, the inventor is entitled to a monopoly for it, although
neither could have been discovered and made available without the
other. The invention of a new art, machine, or manufacture, and
the invention of an improvement upon either, are substantially dis-
tinct and separate; and because this is so the order of priority be·
tween patents to the same inventor for the different inventions, in
the absence of abandonment or disclaimer, is immaterial. These va-
rious propositions may be summed up by adopting the language of
the court in Miller v. Manufacturing Co., 151 U. S. 198,14 Sup. Ct. 310:
"The result of the foregoing and other authorities is that no patent can

issue for an invention actually covered by a former patent, especially to the
same patentee, although the terms of the claims may differ; that the second
patent, although containing a broader claim, more genericaI in its character
than the specific claims contained in the prior patent, is also void; but that
where the second patent covers matter described in the prior patent, essen-
tially distinct and separable from the iJ;lvention covered thereby and claims
made thereunder, its validity may be sustained. In the last class of cases it
must distinctly appear that the invention covered by the later patent was a
separate invention, distinctly different and independent from that covered by
the first patent; in other words, it must be something sUbstantiaIly different
from that comprehended in the first patent. It must consist in something
more than a mere distinction of the breadth or scope of the claims of each
patent."
Some observations in Miller v. Manufacturing Co. seem to have

created some misapprehension of the scope of that decision on the
part of the profession, but the principles enunciated in the opinion
are so plainly stated that those observations, when considered in
their application to the case before the court, ought not to be mis-
conceived. The court decided in that case that the two patents to
Wright were in fact for the same invention, and consequently the
later patent was void. The invention of Wright, and his only in-
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"ention, con$isted in a spring of a peculiar construction, designed
to be used with cultivatol's having vertically swinging beams. Pre-
vious to his invention, as both the state, springs had been
applied to such cultivators to assist in lifting the beams, and
Wright's entire invention .consisted in a peculiar construction of
such springs. He attempted to patent the same spring in combina-
tion with the same elements in both patents. The court said of the
patents:
"The patent of 1879 thus embraces both the lifting and the depressing ef-

fects or operations of the spring device, while that of 1881 seeks to cover
only the increased lifting effect of the same device. The first patent clearly
includes the sec(}nd. No substantial distinction can be drawn between the
two which have the same element in combination, and the same spring ar-
rangement and adjustment to accomplish precisely the same lifting effect.
increasing as the beams are raised from their operative positions. The matter
sought to be covered by the second patent is Inseparably Involved in the mat-
ter embraced in the former patent, and this, under the authorities, renders
the second patent void." ,
The opinion treats the case as one where the patentee, having

described and claimed a spring which was capable of performing
two functions, attempted to patent it again as one capable of per·
forming only one of the two functions. That the court ,regarded
the second patent as merely for one of the functions of the device
patented in the first patent,-in othel' words, as for a different use
of the same invention,-is indicated by the following language in
the opinion:
"The prior invention covered the means, and the only means, by which the
results sought by the patent of 1881 were to be accomplished; and it is set·
tled that the patentee of such prior device would be entitled to all of its uses,
whether described or not. Roberts v. Ryer, 91 U. S. 150; Stow V. Chicago,
104 U. S. 547. Under these authorities, a single element or function of a
patented Invention cannot be made the subject of a separate and subsequent
patent; and It therefore follows that this increased lifting effect of the spring
device sought to be covered by the 1881 patent, being clearly shown and de·
scribed in the specification, drawings, and claims of the 1879 patent, was not
the SUbject-matter of a valid patent."
The general question under consideration was before this court

in Electrical Accumulator Co. v. Brush Electric Co., 2 C. C. A. 682,
52 Fed. 130. In that case the patent in suit (No. 337,229) was applied
for June 13, 1881, but, owing to an interference proceeding, was
not issued until March 2, 1886. Meanwhile a division of this ap-
plication was applied for June 15, 1882, and patented July 4, 1882,
in letters patent No. 260,653. Upon this division a number of the
specific features of the general invention were selected, claimed,
and patented. These features consisted of the subordinate inven·
tion in which the plates were constructed with shelves or "etageres"
for holding active or absorptive material. It was urged that this
patent invalidated the later patent, because it described the broad
invention claimed in the later patent, and claimed certain parts of
it. The court, referring to this argument, said: .
"No. 260,653 stated on its face that it Is a division of Case I, in which other

features of the invention were claimed, so that the public was not misled
Into the Idea that unpatented portions of the invention had been abandoned.
The specification, although the broad Invention Is described, and the claims
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show that the patent Is for the 6tagAre-Uke form or !!lenes of shelves In which
the tlnely-divided lead of Case I was held. It letters patent were to be
treated by courts in the crttical and hostile spirit which a plea in abatement
formerly encountered, the contention of the defendant would have technical
importance, but courts do not construe letters patent for the purpose of their
destruction. The history of No. 260,653 entirely contradicts the theory of its
breadth. The broad invention was the subject ()f Oase I. Pending its consid-
eration in the patent ottice, a subordinate claim became the subject of inter-
ference, upon which a patent was issued, whIch proclaimed its divisional char-
acter. Subsequently the patents were issued upon the broader claims which
had lingered in interference in the patent otti'Ce, and it is now contended that
the main invention has been, in fact, included in the claim for a series of
shelves which held finely-divided lead. Such a construction is not demanded
by decided cases, or by known principles of law, and a limited construction,
in accordance with its apparent scope, w1ll therefore be placed upon No.
260,653."
Applying the principles which have been stated to case in

hand, its solution is not difficult. In patent No. 397,451, although
the elements of the claims of the later patent relating to the switch
box and centralizing spring were described and illustrated, the
inventions claimed were distinctly and specifically for structural
improvements in the devices patented in No. 424,695. The switch
claims all relate to special supplementary improvements in the form
of switch plates which enable the trolley to pass into the switch,
and, without binding in turning a sharp curve, to follow with cer-
tainty the proper branching conductor. The trolley claims relate
to certain special and supplementary features which make the
trolley arm adjustable as to length, or adjustable as to tension.
A.s the expert for the defendant stated, its claims, so far as they
relate to the switch and to the trolley, do not cover the devices of
No. 424,695. They cover the improvements, and nothing more.
These conclusions lead to a reversal of the decree, with costs of

the appeal to be paid by the complainant. Upon filing a proper dis-
claimer as to the claims which, according to our judgment, are
void, the complainant will be entitled to a decree for an injunction
and accounting in respect to those which we have held to be valid
and infringed, but without costs of the suit.
The decree is accordingly reversed, and the cause remitted to the

circuit court with instructions to proceed conformably to this opine
ion.

ROEMER v. PEDDIE & CO.
(CirCUit Court, D. New Jersey. November 29, 1895.)

PATENTS-CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIMS-INFRINGEMENT-SATCHEL HANDLES.
The Roemer patent, No. 314,724, for a patent tor an improvement In

bag or satchel handles, consisting in a combination of strap and metal
plates arranged on opposite sides thereof, with the edges of the strap
projecting beyond the plates, and a covering secured to such edges, if
valid at all, must be confined to the precise devices mentioned in the
claims, and is not infringed by a handle having but one metal plate.

This was a suit in equity by William Roemer against T. B. Peddie
& Co. for alleged infringement of a patent for an improvement in
bag or satchel handles.
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R.Wayne Parker, .for complainant.
Louis C.Raegener, for defendant.

ACHESON, Circuit Judge. If it be conceded that patentable
novelty is disclosed by the patent in suit, still its claims must be
conEitrued strictly in view of their· terms and the prior state of the
art. Wright v. Yuengling, 155 U. S. 47, 15 Sup. Ct. 1. The inven-
tion in question is for an improvement in bag or satchel handles,
and the patent (No. 314,724) was granted to the plaintiff, William
Roemer, on March 31, 1885. The plaintiff's patent had been pre-
ceded by a number of patents relating to the same subject-matter,
and those earlier patents, in connection with the actual manufac-
ture of such handles, had greatly limited the scope of invention.
This fact Mr. Roemer himself seems to have recognized, for, after
stating that the object of his invention was "to increase the strength
of the handles, and to reduce the cost," he adds tlwt "it consists in
the arrangements and combinations of parts, substantially as will be
hereinafter set forth, and finally embodied in the clauses of the
claims." The specification then, after refePring to the drawings,
proceeds thus:
"In said drawings, a is a strap or center piece, preferably of leather, and

b, c, are oppositely concaved strips of iron or other suitable metal, between
which the said center piece is clamped, the edges of the latter projecting be-
yond said plates, so that the outer or inclosing leather or pieces of the handle
may be sewed or otherwise secured thereto. As intimated, the clamping
plates are oppositely concaved, to give strength and rotundity to the handle,
both at the top and on the under side therevf. The plates are longitudinally
bent or curved, to give the usual shape to the handle. At or near the ends
the plates are perforated, and th{' upper plate bent around to overlap the un-
der plate, forming loops for .the rings, f. Rivets, g, pass through the perfora-
tions, and hold the plates together. The handle is then inclosed with upper
and lower pieces, d. e, the edges of which are seeur"d lIy llleallS of lines of
stitching, or otherwise, to the projecting edges of the pieces, A."
The claims are in these words:
"(I) The improved handle, consisting, essentially, of a strap, metal plates

arranged on opposite sides thereof, to give strength to the handle, the edges
of the said strap, a, projecting beyond said plates, and a covering secured to
said edges, substantially as. described. .
"(2) In a bag handle, the oppositely concaved plates, b, c, ha ving a project-

ing strap or piece therebetween, projecting to receive a covering, and said
covering, said parts being arranged and combined substantially as set forth."
Now, it was very old to employ a metal skeleton for the handle, to

give it the desired strength;· a core of wire ora metal strap or band
being thus applied. The Lagowitz & Lieb patent, of 1876, shows a
curved round handle, formed from a single piece of sheet metal.
The Chapman patent, of 1878, shows a bag handle constructed of
two metallic sections or plates, fitted together to form, respectively,
the upper and under sides of the handle, the ends of these sections
being bent into loops around the sqspending rings; and the patent
states that both. sections may be covered with thin leather to com-
plete the resemblance to.a stitched leather· handle....The· only thing
here lacking to anticipate Roemer is the strap or-center piece. One
of the well-known prior constructions was a rounded bag handle,
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composed of a center strap piece of leather and two fillings of paper,
in the form of half rolls, one laid against the, upper side of the
eenter strap, and the other against the under side of the same; the
center strap having projecting edges, and the handle being covered
with luyers of leather stitched to the strap. The proofs disclose
other forms of handles, which need not be discussed. Those al·
ready mentioned suffice to Show that, if his patent can stand at all,
Roemer must be confined to the precise devices mentioned in hill
claims. Boyd v. Tool Co., 158 U. S. 260, 15 Sup. Ct. 837.
Thus construed, Roemer's claims, in my judgment, do not cover

the defendant's handle, which does not have "metal plates ar·
ranged on opposite sides" of the strap, as mentioned in the first
claim, nor "the oppositely concaved plates, b, c, having a projecting
strap or piece therebetween," as specified in the second claim.
The defendant's handle has an upper metal plate (not substantially
different from that of Chapman), and under this a metal strap. It
has not, however, an under metal plate corresponding to Roemer's
plate, c. Instead of this under plate, it has a filling of paper, which
gives the desired rotundity to the under side of the handle. If this
roll of paper could be regarded as the equivalent of Roemer's metal
plate, c, it is very hard to see how his. patent could be saved at all,
in view of the prior construction already mentioned, wherein the
handle was made with a central leather strap placed between two
oppositely concaved paper fillings.
Let a decree be drawn dismissing the bill, with costs.

ALLINGTON & CURTIS MANUF'G CO. et at. v. LYNCH et aL
(Circuit Court, D. Connecticut. January 1:1,

No.
t. PATENTS - PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION - PRIOR ADJUDICATIONS- NEW EVI-

DENCE.
Where a preliminary injunction is sought upon the strength of a prior

adjudication, the defense of new evidence of anticipation must be made
out by such cogent and conclusive proof as to convince the court that,
if presented in the former case, it would have led to a different conclusion.

It SAME-DUST COJ,LECTORS.
Preliminary injunction granted to restrain infringement of claims 1, 2,
and 3 of patent No. 403,362. claims 1 and 2 of No. 403,363, and claim 4
of No. 403.770, granted to O. M. Morse, and claim 4 of No. 409,465, granted
to N. W. Holt, for improvement in dust collectors.

This was a suit in equity by the Allington & Curtis Manufactur.
ing Company and others against Arthur C. Lynch and George W.
Christoph for alleged infringement of certain patents for improve-
ments in dust' collectors. '
Chas. K. Offield and Albert H. Walker, for complainants.
Parkinson & Parkinson and Edmund Wetmore, for defendants.

TOWNSEND, District Judge. The complainants herein ask for
a preliminary injunction against the infringement of the following


